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Recently much attention has been paid to whether large language models (LLMs) can serve as theories

of language (Piantadosi 2023 and replies to other scholars in it). Unfortunately, the discussion has been

kept at an abstract level and virtually nothing has been said about how LLMs work technically and what

their internal organization means for linguistic theory (LT). My research fills this gap.

Since algorithms in different LLMs may differ, I focus on ChatGPT. I explain:

(i) the ChatGPT architecture and compare it with claims from a-morphous morphology (AM,

Aronoff 1976; Anderson 1992; Stump 2001), Distributed Morphology (DM, Halle & Marantz 1993,

Bobaljik 2017), Parsability Hypothesis (PH, Hay 2001, 2003, cf. complexity-based ordering, Plag and

Baayen 2009 ), and Chomskyan approach (Chomsky et al. 2023);

(ii) how psycholinguistics can help us check whether humans and LLMs process language in a

similar way.

My data come from the ChatGPT tokenizer, https://platform.openai.com/tokenizer. ChatGPT

defines an initial set of elements (cf. alphabets in human languages) from which tokens are built. Thus, I

start by introducing the ChatGPT tokenization algorithm, Byte Pair Encoding (BPE, Sennrich et al. 2016):

https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/byte-pair-encoding-bpe-in-nlp/. ChatGPT has a fixed-size vocabulary,

cl100k_base: https://github.com/kaisugi/gpt4_vocab_list/blob/main/cl100k_base_vocab_list.txt, i.e. the

vocabulary is limited to 100k and the frequency of the 100k-th token serves as a threshold for vocabulary

inclusion. Each token has an ID. Language is a long uninterrupted sequence of tokens in which spaces

indicatie word beginnings. Depending on position and frequency of use in this position, a sequence of

letters may have different IDs, (1a,b), or may be treated as both non-derived, (2a), and derived, (2b). A

smaller ID indicates a higher frequency, e.g., -ist/“ist”, token ID [380], is more frequent than ist-/“ ist” in

a word-initial position, token ID [6127], (1a,b). Screenshots of the tokenizer search results follow the

examples. Note that ChatGPT manipulates not the letters but the token IDs, the second screenshot in

each pair.

(1) a. Initial position: “ ist”, token ID [6127], e.g., as in

“ ist|hm|us”, which consists of three tokens: [6127, 35401, 355], i.e.

isthmus is not frequent enough to be included in the vocabulary and is therefore segmented
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b. Non-initial position: “ist”, token ID [380], e.g.,

“ lingu|ist” [39603, 380]

(linguist is not frequent enough to be part of the vocabulary but linguistic [65767] is, (2a)!)

(2) a. Initial position: “ linguistic” [65767] is in the vocabulary, thus a non-derived item, e.g. in

“ linguistic research” [65767, 3495]
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b. Non-initial position: ”ling|u|istic” [2785, 84, 4633] is a derived item, e.g., in

” cross|ling|u|istic” [5425, 2785, 84, 4633]

The PH parses words into morphemes following the same logic, cf. relative frequency. Then, (1) and (2)

imply that morphemes and words are the same type of unit, which is in accord with DM where the same

syntactic rules operate in morphology and syntax. However, DM combines only morphemes, while

ChatGPT combines phonemes, morphemes and words simultaneously. Additionally, unlike the

meaning-first DM where both morphology and phonology are postsyntactic, ChatGPT is phonology-first:

Phonology produces tokens which then form uniterapted linear sequences. Similar to AM where

morphemes are just markings without meaning, ChatGPT tokens are not associated with semantics

(Manova et al. 2020). Morphemes without meaning have been evidenced in psycholinguistics (Rastle et

al. 2004, Lázaro 2016), e.g., corn|er is seen as a derivative, although semantically it is not related to corn.

Unfortunately, psycholinguistic research on whether the same form in different positions is treated

differently by the human brain has been reduced to the trivial distinction between prefixes and suffixes

(Crepaldi et al. 2016), and it is still unclear whether the human parser works as in (2). As for why “istic”

[4633] is a single token in (2b), the issue is addressed in Manova & Knell (2021) and in Manova (2023).

They demonstrate that -istic/”istic” is a single unit for the human brain, too.
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